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7 Crestview St, Fletcher

Family Haven
This stunning home in Fletcher is impressive and inviting from the moment you
enter. This is one of those beautiful properties that it is so easy to imagine yourself
living in and loving.
Inside and out this home creates enviable living spaces that look effortless and casual
with all of the class that designers hope to achieve.
With 3 separate living areas there is space for the whole family. From the moment
you step inside you feel welcomed with the entrance and hallway a special area in its
own right.
This is one of those homes that boasts a very large and separate living area that is
perfect as a formal lounge with beautiful French Doors. The central living is large
open plan with light filled views through the picture windows and opening to the kids
activity space. With built in cabinetry to both rooms your storage solutions are
solved and all clutter is a thing of the past.
The stunning kitchen will delight you with its fabulous design and perfect positioning
for easy family life and effortless entertaining.
All of the bedrooms are in their own wing with the oversize main a true retreat with
dual walk in robes and large ensuite. The other bedrooms are great sizes and all boast
ceiling fans.
Outside this home continues to surprise and delight with thoughtful landscaping and
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are raised vegie gardens screened away from the main yard and together with the
Hamptons inspired garden/potting shed. This ‘little” house could also be a perfect
home office or even a teenage retreat!
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Price
Property Type
Property ID
Land Area
Floor Area

SOLD for $755,000
residential
646
797 m2
264 m2
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